Introduction
This paper is meant to give a cognltive-linguistic explanation of the process of reference. This means that we ate concerned with meaning arising from the speaker's conceptualization of reality. Different ways of referring to the s~me real situation are reflected differently on the expression side of language. We will exemplify this with the use of articles. We deal with two contrasting processes wh/.ch are reflected in NP syntax: on the one hand, this is the selection of a spedfic part of a MAss, which normally has an indefo inite extension. This process results in identification emd hence in ~oken reference (cf. Deelerck 1986:163; Croft 1985; Langacker 1987a ). On the other hand we are concerned with type reference to COUNT entities (cf. ibd.), more specifically with how we can talk about the whole kind of an entity which in reality is represented by individual instances. Our ultimate aim is to exploit the cognitive principles by which reference is determined and to hnport them into Machine T~anslation (MT It is our ulna to explain how universal and languagespecific iconic principles result in different ways of referring to the same tea] situation by using differing syntactic structures. Speakers of different lan~ guage communities, constrained by their different cultures, arrive at different measures of conventionality, salience, relevance and typicality for specific parts of their environment and thus categorize and refer to these in different ways. Our theoretical framework will be prototype semantics (cf. Rosch 1978), because this theory explains how categorization is in line with human judgement. Categorization is the recognition or judgement of some instance as being the same as n previously occurring one~ where the differences which may well exist in reality are then irrelevant for the human conceptualizer. We want to adapt these hmnan strategies of categorisation to a computational interpretation of reference.
2.1 Cognitive constraints on conceptualization Nouns denote something by virtue of their basic, lexicai meaning. Reference is only achieved when a noun is used in a grammatical construction. The interpretation of a word's meaning in different ways relies on the speaker's capacity to construe alternate cognitive representations of the same real situation and to express this by different grammatical constructions. This is the result of selecting certain substructures from several cognitive dimensions (cf. Langacker 1987c:189ff.):
• Along the most significant dimension a speaker divides a scene into profile and base. The base is the necessary background knowledge out of which the profile is singled out as the prominent * Along the figure/ground dimension the mental foregrounding and backgrounding of the parts which constitute a scene is achieved. For llnguistic purposes the foregrounded part constitutes the trajector (of. Langacker 1987c), which corresponds to the grammatical subject or verb, and the background constitutes the landmark, which corresponds to the grammatical object.
• Speakers may mentally image reality from different perspectives. To take Bolinger's example (1975:181):
(1) The airlines charge too much. (2) Airlines eharye too much.
In the first case the speaker's perspective cointides with the time of speech and the scope of his predication includes all airlines currently existing. In the second case the speaker is farther away from the real situation, so that the scope of his predication includes all airlines of past, present and future (cf. rule (16) in the annex).
The conditions for this difference in perspective are not provided within this sentence.
* Finally, prototypicality is a dimension along which the speaker construes his cognitive representation of reality. The core of a semantic category relating to a word is represented by the "optimal" prototypical instance to which instances of decreasing typicality are related (cf. In (6) the definite article expresses that out of the basicaily unbounded MAss water the PP-modifier picks out the quantity which is in the cup as being dirty (cf. Platteau 1980:114; cf. rule (7) in the annex). In (7) the adjective expresses an evaluation about the subject NP, from which u habitual sentence meaning is inferred and the subject NP thereby refers to a totality, hence the bare construction in English (cf. rule (14) in the annex).
In order to individuate a specific part of a MASS, this specific part has to be identified by restrictive modification, as the water in the cup in (6) (cf. C. Lyons 1980; Hawkins 1980), whereas the unbounded extension of the Mass is preserved, if the Mass entity has no modifier, as in (7), or if the modifier is not successful in scope narrowing, which holds for nonrestrictive modifiers which are themselves conceptualised as unbounded, as in (15) 
Industry.t, which is being developed, needs financial support.
In (9) the Aktionsart of the modifying relative clause is ACTIVITY, which is unbounded, and hence does not restrict the unbounded extension which industry denotes in its basic meaning (el. rule (4) in the annex). In anaiogy to the Ak~iousart of the verb, the aspect of the relative clause can affect the unboundeduess of MAss entities. In (9) above, the DURaTIVE pect of the relative clause, which implies that the beginning and end of the action is unbounded in relation to the reference time (of. Comrie 1976), is an additional condition for the preservation of the unbounded extension of the Mass. In contrast to this, the RIgTROSPECTIVE aspect of a relative clause, by the completion which the action has with respect to the reference time, results in delimitation of some part of a Mass (cf. rule (3) in the annex):
(10) Die lndustrie, die entwickelt worden ist, brauch~ weiterhin .tlnanzielle Unterst~ttznng.
----4 The indastr~y, which has been developed, needs further financial support.
Note again that these conditions only apply in the absence of conflicting conditions which may be provided by a broader context.
Adjective phrase modification
Among the conditions provided by adjective modification the comparison expressed by the superlative has greatest strength in bounding a Mass entity. It fixes the conception of the MJtss entity from all its possible realisations exactly to the degree of the property specified by the adjective, as in sentence (11) 
The systcm-rcla~ed informalion is lacking.
This is the unmarked, typical modification of MAss nouns by NON-GRADABLE adjectives. There are, however, NoN-GRADABLE adjectives which stand out as non-typical when modifying a MAss noun. By choosing a LOGATIONAI, or t~ROVE, NANGE adjective as rnodifyer, as in (13) and (14), the speaker merely makes an additional commentary to the inherently unbounded entity by locating it in a conventionalized property space and thus creates a new unbounded MAss (cf. rule (6) --t httercsting resea~h is not being supported.
Again, this is tile default case of modification by GnADABLE adjectives. An exception are MODAL adjectives which are DI~ONTIC. They restrict the MAss to exactly that partition about which the speaker expresses an obligation (cf. rule (8) 
Lc(s) spectaieur(s) est (son~) un (des) ~trc(s) hum~i,,(O.
'A spectator is a human being.' 6 Marked type reference by NPs in object position
The prototypical type reference occurs with entities in subject position. Generally the scope of the verbal predication restricts the unbounded extension of an entity to which an object NP refers to that quantity for which the verbal predication holds as in (22) They do not restrict the unbounded extension reletted to by the object NP (cf. rule (11) in the annex), hence the bare construction is used in English and a definite NP in Span~h: (23) The~/ regard computers as important.
-.
----t Considcran importantcs los ordenadores.
(24) I like Spanish more than Russian.
El espa~ol me gasta rods qne el ruso.
Here GENERIC reference is achieved by the verbal scope of predication, whose EVALUATIVE meaning applies to the total extension of the entity refered to by the object NP, In the following sentence the ttajector is an individual token which is located with respect to a laudmark which is basically conceptualized as a MASs.
The contingent process of writing a text is located with respect to n specific use of a language; the noun Spanish does not refer to the language as such~ but part of it is used at the particular occasion of writing a text. Hence the bare construction in Spanish.
(25) This tczt i~ written in Spanish.
----t Este tezto estd escrito en eslm~ol.
Conclusion
We have shown how conceptual bounding and unbounding of entities result in different ways of reference. The translational relevance of the process of bounding and unbounding arises from the fact that different languages are sensitive to the process by surface distinctions in different ways. Our nonmonotonic approach to the problem guarantees extensibillty of the rule fragment, that is, we can add rules with conflicting conditions provided by a larger context in the future, when the interpretation is made from n broader perspective, for instance by including discourse phenomena and by using a knowledge base.
Annex of Default Rules
This annex contains out fragment of default rules, which interpret German NPs in a compositional way, i.e. by unifying the semantic and syntactic features of different lexical and non-lexical nodes of the sentence. The result of this interpretation process is an interlingually constant NP reading out of which the syntactic NP structure is generated. The rule order represents the degree of markedness; the less marked, more typical interpretation only applies after the exceptional marked conditions have failed.
In order to facilitate reading we have translated the CAT2 rules into trees and simplified the feature structures to mere labels (The only relations are those enclosed in curly brex.kets: ";" indicates disjunction, "," conjunction). For n mote detailed explanation of CAT2 cf. Sharp 1991. CAT2 consists in stepwise translation between two linguistically motivated leveis, both in source language analysis and in target language synthesis. These levels represent eonfigurational structure and semantic functional structure. The semantic level should contain all information needed for transfer, analysis and synthesis. Our rule fragment is implemented on this level. The structure of the ~ules is based on the DP analysis (cf. Abney 1987 , Raider 1988 , Olson 1988 
